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Abstract

Determining a function from its circular means with restricted centers is cru-
cial for many modern medical imaging and remote sensing applications. Ex-
amples include photo- and thermoacoustic tomography, ultrasound imaging, and
synthetic aperture radar. In this paper we derive an explicit inversion formula for
the case where the centers of the circles of integration are restricted to the bound-
ary of parabolic domains. A similar result is obtained for recovering the initial
data of the wave equation from data on the boundary of a parabolic domain.

1 Introduction

Let Ω ⊂ R
2 be a domain in the plane with a smooth boundary ∂Ω. We write C∞

c (Ω)
for the set of all smooth functions f : R2 → R which are compactly supported in Ω. In
this paper, we study the problem of recovering an unknown function f ∈ C∞

c (Ω) from
either its circular means or the solution of the wave equation given on the boundary
of Ω. We are in particular interested in the situation where Ω is a parabolic domain.

We denote the circular means of a function f ∈ C∞
c (Ω) by

(Mf) (x, r) :=
1

2πr

∫

∂B(x,r)
f(y) ds(y), for (x, r) ∈ R

2 × (0,∞) ,

where ds denotes the usual arc length measure and ∂B(x, r) := {y ∈ R
2 | |x−y| = r}

a circle of radius r centered at x with respect to the usual Euclidian norm. Further,
we write Uf : R2 × (0,∞) → R for the solution of the following initial value problem
for the wave equation,











(∂2
t −∆x)u(x, t) =0 for (x, t) ∈ R

2 × (0,∞)

u(x, 0) =f(x) for x ∈ R
2

(∂tu)(x, 0) =0 for x ∈ R
2 .
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With this notations, the reconstruction problems under study consist in recovering
the unknown function f ∈ C∞

c (Ω) from either its circular means

m(x, r) = (Mf) (x, r) for (x, r) ∈ ∂Ω× (0,∞) , (1.1)

or the corresponding wave boundary data

u(x, t) = (Uf) (x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× (0,∞) . (1.2)

Since the operator U can be expressed in terms of the operator M, and vice versa,
the problems (1.1) and (1.2) are basically equivalent.

Both reconstruction problems (1.1) and (1.2) are essential for the so-called photoa-
coustic tomography (PAT) and thermoacoustic tomography (TAT), which are novel
hybrid imaging methods. In the standard setting of PAT/TAT, where so-called point-
like detectors are used, these problems arise for three spatial dimensions [28, 16]. The
two-dimensional version, which we consider in this paper, arises in PAT/TAT with
so-called linear integrating detectors [5, 26]. Problems (1.1) and (1.2) are also relevant
for other imaging methods, such as SONAR [1] or ultrasound tomography [23].

1.1 Explicit reconstruction formulas

The reconstruction problems (1.1) and (1.2) can be approached by various solution
techniques, such as time reversal [6, 15], Fourier domain algorithms [10, 14, 30],
and algorithms based on explicit reconstruction formulas of the back-projection type
[1, 7, 9, 8, 11, 17, 19, 22]. Among these techniques, the derivation of the explicit
reconstruction formulas of the back-projection type is particularly appealing. Such
formulas consist of explicitly given operators F , G that recover the function f from
the data m or u respectively. Explicit reconstruction formulas have a number of at-
tractive features. For example, they allow an analytical study of the influence of the
measurement and modeling errors in the data m or u. Further, the numerical imple-
mentation of explicitly given reconstruction formulas is often quite straightforward
and allows the derivation of efficient algorithms for recovering the unknown function.

However, explicit inversion formulas are currently known only for special domains. For
example, they are known for spheres, cylinders, and hyperplanes. Recently, explicit
inversion formulas for elliptical domains have been found in several works, see [2, 12,
13, 21, 24]. In this paper, we show that the formulas of [12] provide exact recovery
of the function f also for data on the boundaries of parabolic domains.

1.2 Statement of the main results

For a domain Ω ⊂ R
2, given data m,u : ∂Ω× (0,∞) → R, and a reconstruction point

x0 ∈ Ω consider the following reconstruction integrals

F(∂Ω,m, x0) =
1

π

∫

∂Ω
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

0

∂rm(x, r)

r2 − |x− x0|
2 drds(x) , (1.3)
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G(∂Ω, u, x0) =
1

π

∫

∂Ω
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

|x0−x|

(

∂tt
−1u

)

(x, t)
√

t2 − |x− x0|
2
dtds(x) . (1.4)

In these formulas, νx denotes the outward pointing unit normal to ∂Ω at the point
x ∈ ∂Ω, and the inner integral in (1.3) is understood in the principal value sense.

In [12] it has been shown that for any elliptical domain the formulas F and G exactly
recover any smooth function f with compact support in an elliptical domain Ω from
data m = Mf and u = Uf , respectively. In the present work we will show, that
the same results also hold for parabolic domains Ω = P, which are domains that
are bounded by a parabola. After translation and rotation we may assume that the
parabolic domain has the form

P =
{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | b > ca2

}

for some constant c > 0 . (1.5)

More precisely we will prove the following theorems:

Theorem 1.1 (Recovery from circular means). Let P be a parabolic domain as
in (1.5) and suppose f ∈ C∞

c (P). Then, for every reconstruction point x0 ∈ P,
we have

f(x0) = F(∂P,Mf, x0)

=
1

π

∫

∂P
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

0

∂rMf(x, r)

r2 − |x− x0|
2 drds(x) . (1.6)

Proof. See Section 3.1.

Theorem 1.2 (Recovery from wave data). Let P be a parabolic domain as in (1.5)
and suppose f ∈ C∞

c (P). Then, for every reconstruction point x0 ∈ P, we have

f(x0) = G(∂P,Uf, x0)

=
1

π

∫

∂P
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

(

∂tt
−1Uf

)

(x, t)
√

t2 − |x− x0|
2
dtds(x) . (1.7)

Proof. See Section 3.2.

As we will show, it is sufficient to prove the reconstruction formula (1.6). The recon-
struction formula (1.7) will then follow quickly from the relationships between the
operators defined in (1.3), (1.4). The proof of formula (1.6) presented below is based
on the corresponding formula of [12] for data on the boundary of ellipses and the fact
that any parabola can be obtained as the pointwise limit of a sequence of ellipses.

1.3 Organization of the paper

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive auxiliary results that we
require for the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In particular, we derive an equivalent
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expression of the operator F that will be more convenient for our further analysis.
Further, we will study the approximation of parabolic domains by elliptical domains.
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will finally be presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
we show the results of the numerical realization of the formula (1.4) for the parabolic
and several related domains. We finish the paper with some concluding remarks in
Section 5.

2 Auxiliary results

In this section we derive auxiliary lemmas that will be used for the proof of our main
results. The first auxiliary result is an alternative representation of the inversion
integral (1.3) and will be stated in Proposition 2.1. The second auxiliary result
concerns the approximation of parabolas by elliptical domains; see Proposition 2.3.

2.1 Alternative representations of F

We derive equivalent expressions for (1.3) by rewriting the outer integral in (1.3) as an
integral over the unit circle. For that purpose, we construct a special parameterization
Φ: S1 → ∂Ω depending on the reconstruction point x0 ∈ Ω. Consider the mapping
Ψ: ∂Ω → S1 : x 7→ (x− x0) / |x− x0|. If Ω is convex and bounded, then Ψ is bijective
and therefore invertible. The inverse function

Φ: S1 → ∂Ω: ω 7→ Ψ−1(ω) (2.1)

is taken as the aforementioned parameterization. This parameterization is illustrated
in Figure 1 and will be referred to as the circular parameterization of ∂Ω around the
center x0.

Using the circular parameterization of ∂Ω, the formulas (1.3) and (1.4) can be written
in equivalent forms involving integrals over the unit circle. In the case of formula (1.3)
this yields the following result.

Proposition 2.1. Let Ω ⊂ R
2 be a convex bounded domain, f ∈ C∞

c (Ω), and x0 ∈ Ω
be any reconstruction point. Set m = Mf . Then, with the circular parameterization
Φ defined in (2.1), and with dω denoting the arc length measure on S1, the following
assertions hold true:

(a) We have

F(∂Ω,m, x0) = −
1

π

∫

S1

|Φ(ω)− x0|
2

∫ ∞

0

∂rm (Φ(ω), r)

r2 − |Φ(ω)− x0|
2 drdω . (2.2)

(b) There exists a bounded interval I ⊂ R depending only on the support of f but
neither on Ω nor on x0, such that

F(∂Ω,m, x0) =
1

2π

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φ(ω)− x0| ∂
2
rm (Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) ln |ρ|dρdω
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x0

ω

γ

x = Φ(ω)

∂Ω

S1

∂B(x0, |x− x0|)

Figure 1: Circular Parameterization of ∂Ω. Any point on the boundary can
be uniquely be written in the form x = Φ(ω) = |x− x0|ω for a unique ω ∈ S1.
We have |x− x0|dω = ds(x) cos (γ), where γ is the angle between ∂Ω and the circle
∂B(x0, |x− x0|) of radius |x− x0| centered at x0. We also have that 〈νx, x− x0〉 =
|x− x0| cos (γ) (see Figure 2), and therefore |x− x0|

2 dω = 〈νx, x− x0〉ds(x).

+
1

2π

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φ(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2 |Φ(ω)− x0|
∂rm (Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) dρdω . (2.3)

Here we have set m ( · , r) := 0 for r ≤ 0.

Proof. (a) By the transformation rule using the parameterization (2.1), for any in-
tegrable function g : ∂Ω → R we have

∫

∂Ω
g(x) 〈νx, x− x0〉 ds(x) =

∫

S1

|Φ(ω)− x0|
2g (Φ(ω)) dω . (2.4)

Here we used the identity 〈νx, x− x0〉ds(x) = |x− x0|
2 dω; see Figures 1 and 2.

Application of (2.4) to the outer integral in (1.3) yields (2.2).

(b) To proof the second formula, we first note that

1

r2 − |Φ(ω)− x0|2
=

1

2|Φ(ω)− x0|

(

1

r − |Φ(ω)− x0|
−

1

r + |Φ(ω)− x0|

)

.

Thus, (2.2) yields

2πF(∂Ω,m, x0) = −

∫

S1

|Φ(ω)− x0|

∫ ∞

0

∂rm (Φ(ω), r)

r − |Φ(ω)− x0|
dr dω

+

∫

S1

|Φ(ω)− x0|

∫ ∞

0

∂rm (Φ(ω), r)

r + |Φ(ω)− x0|
dr dω .

Recalling that the P.V.
(

1
r

)

is the distributional derivative of log |r| and performing
one integration by parts in the first integral of the last displayed equation, we see
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x0

x

νx

τx

γ

∂B

∂Ω

Figure 2: The angle γ between the tangents of ∂Ω and the circle ∂B(x0, |x− x0|) is
equal to the angle between the unit normal νx and x− x0. Therefore, 〈νx, x− x0〉 =
|x− x0| cos (γ).

that 2πF(∂Ω,m, x0) can further be written as

∫

S1

|Φ(ω)− x0|

∫ ∞

0
∂2
rm (Φ(ω), r) ln (|r − |Φ(ω)− x0||) dr dω

+

∫

S1

|Φ(ω)− x0|

∫ ∞

0

∂rm (Φ(ω), r)

r + |Φ(ω)− x0|
drdω .

Next, we make the following change of variables ρ := r−|Φ(ω)−x0| in both integrals.
Due to the compact support of f , the values of ρ may be restricted to a finite interval
I independent of ω and x0. The last displayed equation therefore yields

2πF(∂Ω,m, x0) =

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φ(ω)− x0| ∂
2
rm (Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) ln |ρ|dρdω

+

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φ(ω)− x0|
∂rm (Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|)

ρ+ 2 |Φ(ω)− x0|
dρdω .

This is the desired identity (2.3).

Remark 2.2 (Proposition 2.1 for parabolic domains). For a parabolic domain P as in
(1.5), which is convex but unbounded, the image of the function Ψ does not contain
e2 = (0, 1), which is the element in S1 being parallel to the axis of symmetry of the
parabola and pointing away from its vertex. Consequently, the corresponding circular
parameterization Φ: S1 \ {e2} → ∂P is only defined for ω 6= e2. Because {e2} is a set
of measure zero, (2.4) as well as the identities (2.2) and (2.3) in Proposition 2.1 also
hold true for parabolic domains Ω = P.

2.2 Approximation of a parabola by ellipsoids

As already mentioned in the introduction, any parabola can be obtained as the point-
wise limit of a sequence of ellipses. A precise statement of this fact is given in the
following proposition.
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Figure 3: Elliptical boundaries ∂En for n = 20, 50, 200 (dashed red curves), parabolic
boundary ∂P (solid blue curve), and a point x0 ∈ P (asterisk). The picture illustrates
that ∂En converges pointwise to ∂P such that (2.5) holds. Also, for the chosen point
x0, we have that x0 ∈ En for n ≥ 50.

Proposition 2.3. Let P ⊂ R
2 be a parabolic domain as in (1.5). Then, for every

compact subset K ⊂ P and every x0 ∈ K, there exists a sequence (En)n∈N of elliptical
domains En ⊂ R

2 such that the following hold:

(a) We have K ⊂ En for all n ∈ N.

(b) Let Φn denote the circular parameterization of ∂En around x0. Then

lim
n→∞

Φn(ω) = Φ(ω) for all ω ∈ S1 \ {e2} . (2.5)

Proof. Let us take a sequence of ellipses where one focus and the the semi-latus
rectum are kept fixed, and the other focus moves arbitrarily far away. Any parabola
can be be written as the point-wise limit of such a sequence of ellipses. Below we
shall verify this for the parabola

∂P =

{

(a, b) ∈ R
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

b =
a2

2

}

.

The general case then follows after affine scaling.

To that end, consider the following sequence of ellipses with the fixed focus (0, 1/2) ∈
R
2 and semi-latus rectum 1 defined by

∂En =

{

(a, b) ∈ R
2
∣

∣

∣

a2

n
+

(b− Tn)
2

n2
= 1

}

with Tn :=
1

2
+

√

n2 − n ,

see Figure 3.

Now fix any a ∈ R. Then for every n ∈ N there is a unique bn ∈ (0, Tn) such that
(a, bn) ∈ ∂En. We have a2/n + (bn − Tn)

2/n2 = 1, and therefore
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bn = Tn −
√

n2 − na2 =
1

2
+

√

n2 − n−
√

n2 − na2

=
1

2
+

a2 − 1
√

1− 1/n +
√

1− a2/n
−→

a2

2
as n → ∞ .

This, in particular, shows that for every compact subset K ⊂ P, there exists n0 ∈ N

such that K ⊂ En for all n ≥ n0. Replacing En by En−n0
yields a sequence of

ellipses En containing K. Further, the last displayed equation shows that for any
ω 6= (0, 1), the circular parameterisations Φn (ω) of ∂En point-wise converge to the
circular parameterisation Φ (ω) of ∂P.

3 Proofs of main results

Throughout this section, let P be a parabolic domain as in (1.5) and suppose f ∈
C∞
c (P). Further, for a given reconstruction point x0 ∈ P in the parabolic domain

consider the circular parameterisation Φ: S1 → ∂P \ {e2}.

According to Proposition 2.3 applied with K = {x0} ∪ supp(f), we may choose a
sequence of elliptical domains En, such that x0 ∈ En, supp(f) ⊂ En for all n ∈ N and

lim
n→∞

Φn (ω) = Φ (ω) pointwise for all ω ∈ S1 \ {e2} ,

where Φn : S
1 → ∂En is the circular parameterization of ∂En around x0.

3.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1

According to [12] the inversion integral (1.3) exactly recovers f for any ellipsoid En.
Together with Proposition 2.1 this shows

2πf(x) =

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φn(ω)− x0|
(

∂2
rMf

)

(Φn(ω), ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|) ln |ρ|dρdω

+

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φn(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2 |Φn(ω)− x0|
(∂rMf) (Φn(ω), ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|) dρdω . (3.1)

Now let us denote the integrands of the two terms in this formula by I1,n : S
1×I → R

and I2,n : S
1 × I → R, i.e.

I1,n(ω, ρ) :=|Φn(ω)− x0|
(

∂2
rMf

)

(Φn(ω), ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|) ln |ρ| , (3.2)

I2,n(ω, ρ) :=
|Φn(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2|Φn(ω)− x0|
(∂rMf) (Φn(ω), ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|) . (3.3)

Since (3.1) holds for any n ∈ N and the left hand side is independent on n, we get

2πf(x) = lim
n→∞

∫

S1

∫

I

I1,n(ω, ρ)dρdω + lim
n→∞

∫

S1

∫

I

I2,n(ω, ρ)dρdω . (3.4)

To apply the dominated convergence theorem, in the next Lemma we verify that I1,n
and I2,n are uniformly bounded by some integrable functions.
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Lemma 3.1. For any f ∈ C∞
c (P) there are constants c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for

all n ∈ N the functions I1,n, I2,n defined by (3.2), (3.3) satisfy the following:

(a) |I1,n(ω, ρ)| ≤ c1 |ln |ρ|| for all (ω, ρ) ∈ S1 × I.

(b) sup
{

|I2,n(ω, ρ)| : (ω, ρ) ∈ S1 × I
}

≤ c2.

Proof. (a) In order to proof the first item we have to show that the functions
(ω, ρ) 7→ |Φn(ω)− x0|

(

∂2
rMf

)

(Φn(ω), ρ + |Φn(ω)− x0|) are uniformly bounded. For
that purpose we use that the circular means of a compactly supported smooth func-
tion and all its radial derivatives can be estimated by

∣

∣

∣
∂k
rMf (x, r)

∣

∣

∣
≤ Ck min

{

r−1, 1
}

for all (x, r) ∈ R
2 × (0,∞) , (3.5)

where Ck are certain constants depending only on f . Application of (3.5) with k = 2
shows

|Φn(ω)− x0|
(

∂2
rMf

)

(Φn(ω), ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|)

≤ C2 |Φn(ω)− x0|min

{

1

ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|
, 1

}

. (3.6)

As easily verified, the function (d, ρ) 7→ dmin {1/ (ρ+ d) , 1} is bounded on (0,∞)2.
This shows that the left hand side in (3.6) is indeed uniformly bounded by some
constant and yields item (a).

(b) For the proof of the second item we apply (3.5) for k = 1, which shows that there
is a constant C1 with

|Φn(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2|Φn(ω)− x0|
∂rMf (Φn(ω), ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|)

≤ C1
|Φn(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2|Φn(ω)− x0|
min

{

1

ρ+ |Φn(ω)− x0|
, 1

}

. (3.7)

Because x0 is contained in any elliptical domain En and Φn → Φ, there exists some
ǫ > 0 such that |Φn(ω) − x0| ≥ ǫ uniformly for all n ≥ n0. Again using that
(d, ρ) 7→ dmin {1/ (ρ+ d) , 1} is bounded on (0,∞)2 shows that the right hand side
in (3.7) is uniformly bounded, and this concludes the proof of (b).

Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.1. In view of Lemma 3.1, the dominated
convergence theorem and Equation (3.4) imply

f(x) =
1

2π

∫

S1

∫

I

lim
n→∞

I1,n(ω, ρ) dρdω +
1

2π

∫

S1

∫

I

lim
n→∞

I2,n(ω, ρ) dρdω . (3.8)

Because Mf depends continuously on both arguments and Φ is the pointwise limit
of Φn, we have

lim
n→∞

I1,n(ω, ρ) = |Φ(ω)− x0|
(

∂2
rMf

)

(Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) ln |ρ| , (3.9)
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lim
n→∞

I2,n(ω, ρ) =
|Φ(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2|Φ(ω)− x0|
(∂rMf) (Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) . (3.10)

Consequently 2πf(x) equals

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φ(ω)− x0|
(

∂2
rMf

)

(Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) · ln |ρ|dρdω

+

∫

S1

∫

I

|Φ(ω)− x0|

ρ+ 2 |Φ(ω)− x0|
(∂rMf) (Φ(ω), ρ+ |Φ(ω)− x0|) dρdω .

According to Remark 2.2 this shows

f(x) =
1

π

∫

∂P
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

0

∂rMf(x, r)

r2 − |x− x0|
2 dr ds(x) .

Hence, we have verified the inversion formula (1.6).

3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2

In [12, Section 4.1], it is shown that for every x0 outside of the support of f , the
following identity between the spherical means and the solution of the wave equation
holds true:

∫ ∞

0

(rMf) (x, r)

r2 − |x0 − x|2
dr =

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

Uf(x, t)
√

t2 − |x0 − x|2
dt .

Together with two integrations by parts this yields

−
1

2

∫ ∞

0
log

∣

∣

∣
r2 − |x0 − x|2

∣

∣

∣
∂rMf(x, r) dr

=
1

2

∫ ∞

0

d

dr
log

∣

∣

∣
r2 − |x0 − x|2

∣

∣

∣
Mf(x, r) dr

=

∫ ∞

0

(rMf) (x, r)

r2 − |x0 − x|2
dr

=

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

Uf(x, t)
√

t2 − |x0 − x|2
dt

=

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

d

dt

√

t2 − |x0 − x|2
(

t−1Uf
)

(x, t) dt

= −

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

√

t2 − |x0 − x|2
(

∂tt
−1U

)

f(x, t) dt .

After applying the gradient operator with respect to x0 this shows

(x0 − x)

∫ ∞

0

∂rMf(x, r)

r2 − |x0 − x|2
dr = (x0 − x)

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

(

∂tt
−1U

)

f(x, t)
√

t2 − |x0 − x|2
dt .
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The last displayed equation together with the reconstruction formula (1.6) for the
spherical means yields the identity

f(x0) =
1

π

∫

∂P
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

0

(∂rMf) (x, r)

r2 − |x0 − x|2
drds(x)

=
1

π

∫

∂P
〈νx, x0 − x〉

∫ ∞

|x−x0|

(

∂tt
−1Uf

)

(x, t)
√

t2 − |x− x0|
2
dtds(x) .

This is the desired reconstruction formula (1.7) for the wave boundary data.

4 Numerical results

The numerical realization of the formulas (1.6), (1.7) can be done as in [5, 8]. For
illustration, we present the numerical results for the recovery from the wave data. We
consider the function f given by the phantom presented in Figure 4. The same phan-
tom was used for testing the numerical performance of the reconstruction formulas
in [5, 12]. The support of the corresponding function f is included in the parabolic
domain

P =
{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | b > 0.6 a2 − 1

}

.

−2 −1 0 1 2
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

 

 

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 4: The phantom in the parabolic domain P that is used for the numerical
results.

For the numerical realization of the formula (1.7) (which is (1.4) for the special case
of a parabola), one first has to replace the integral over ∂P by the integral over a
curve with finite length. We take the following integration curves (see Figure 5):

Γi =
{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | b = 0.6 a2 − 1, a ∈ [−ai, ai]

}

for i = 1, 2, 3 ,

with a1 = 2, a2 = 4, a3 = 6, respectively. For comparison purpose, we also apply the
inversion integrals to the closed curve Γ̄i that is the union of the finite parabola Γi

with the line between its endpoints, i.e.

Γ̄i = Γi ∪
{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | b = 0.6a2i − 1, a ∈ [−ai, ai]

}

.
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And we also take the ellipses

Λi =
{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | a = r1,i cos(θ), b = ci + r2,i sin(θ), θ ∈ [−π, π)

}

,

with the parameters {ci, r1,i, r2,i, i = 1, 2, 3} shown in Table 1 (left). Remember that
for the ellipses, the formulas (1.3), (1.4) are analytically exact. The simulated wave
data Uf on the curves Γ1, Γ̄1, Λ1 are presented in Figure 6.

−2 −1 0 1 2
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

a

b

−4 −2 0 2 4

0

2

4

6

8

a

b

−6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6

0

5

10

15

20

a

b

Figure 5: The considered integration curves (solid blue) Γi, i = 1, 2, 3 (from left
to right). The ellipses Λi are shown as dashed red curves, and the support of the
phantom f in Figure 4 is shown here in magenta. The reconstruction subdomain P̄
is shown in gray.

Table 1: Parameters of the ellipses Λi (left) and the numbers of the discretization
points on the considered integration curves (right).

1 2 3

ci 0.4 4 10

r1,i 1.3 2 3

r2,i 1.4 5 11

1 2 3

Γi 659 2166 4617

Γ̄i 1059 2966 5817

Λi 855 2317 4799

We consider the reconstructions fi(x), f̄i(x), f̂i(x) that are obtained by the numerical
realization of the formula (1.7) where the integration curve ∂P is replaced by Γi, Γ̄i,
Λi, correspondingly. These reconstructions on the reconstruction subdomain (the set
where the inversion formula is evaluated)

P̄ =
{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | 0.6 a2 − 1 < b < 0.6 · 22 − 1, a ∈ (−2, 2)

}

at the points
{

0.015(i, j) | (i, j)} ∈ Z
2
}

∩P̄ are shown in Figure 7. The time step size
for the inner integral in (1.7) is taken 0.01. The integration curves are discretized such
that the distance between two consecutive points is in the interval [0.0099, 0.0101].
The numbers of the discretization points on the considered integration curves are
presented in Table 1(right). In Table 2, one finds the scaled L∞ and L1 reconstruction
errors that are defined as

L∞(fi) =

max
x∈P̄

| f(x)− fi(x) |

max
x∈P̄

| f(x) |
, L1(fi) =

∫

P̄ | f(x)− fi(x) | dx
∫

P̄ | f(x) | dx
.
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Figure 6: The simulated wave data Uf on the integration curves Γ1, Γ̄1, Λ1 (from
left to right). For the curve Γ1 a is considered as the curve parameter. For the
curve Γ̄1, the left top point of the parabola corresponds to the curve parameter 0;
the parametrization is then goes along the parabola, and the endpoint corresponds
to the curve parameter 1. For the ellipse Λ1, we consider its parametrization with
the parameter θ ∈ [−π, π).

One observes that the reconstruction errors for the ellipses Λi stay on the same level.
Since the formula (1.3) is analytically exact for Λi, this error can be considered as
the discretization error.

The reconstruction errors for the finite parabolas Γi are the highest, but it decreases
as the length of Γi increases. It should be noted that the reconstruction problem in the
case of the open curves Γi corresponds to the so-called limited view problem [18, 25,
26, 29]. For each reconstruction point inside the reconstruction subdomain P̄ there is
a considerable set of directions for which the boundary wave data is missing, which
is known to create reconstruction artefacts. On the contrary, for the closed curves
Γ̄i, each reconstruction point in P̄ has the boundary wave data for all directions,
but the reconstruction formulas (1.3) and (1.4) are not analytically exact on these
curves. In [12], it has been shown that the reconstruction formulas (1.3) and (1.4)
for the boundaries of convex bounded domains recover the unknown function modulo
a smoothing integral operator. Thus, in addition to the discretization error, the
reconstruction errors for Γ̄i contains the error from an integral operator. As one can
see in Table 2, this error component decreases as the length of Γ̄i increases such that
the reconstruction errors for Γ̄3 come very close to the discretization error.
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Table 2: The scaled L∞ and L1 reconstruction errors of the numerical reconstructions.

1 2 3

L∞(fi) 0.6542 0.4991 0.4743

L∞(f̄i) 0.3614 0.3593 0.3522

L∞(f̂i) 0.3553 0.3566 0.3578

1 2 3

L1(fi) 0.6219 0.4695 0.3882

L1(f̄i) 0.2070 0.1335 0.1180

L1(f̂i) 0.1088 0.1088 0.1088
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Figure 7: The numerical reconstructions fi (top), f̄i (middle), f̂i (bottom), i = 1, 2, 3
(from left to right) on the reconstruction subdomain P̄ . The gray scaling is as for the
phantom in Figure 4 (left).
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5 Concluding remarks

In this paper we derived explicit inversion formulas for recovering a function from
special means or wave boundary data on the boundary of parabolic domains in R

2; see
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The same formulas were previously known to be applicable for
spherical domains [5, 17, 27], half planes [3, 5, 20, 27] and elliptical domains [12, 21].

Our presented proof is based on the corresponding inversion formulas of [12] for
elliptical domains and the fact that parabolas can be obtained as the pointwise limit of
ellipsoids. Actually, the same proof can be made for any unbounded convex domains
Ω such that for any x0 ∈ Ω, the following properties hold:

(a) The circular parameterization Φ of ∂Ω around x0 is defined for almost all ω ∈ S1.

(b) There exists a sequence of elliptical domains En such that the conditions of
Proposition 2.3 are valid, with the limit (2.5) being true for almost all ω ∈ S1.

In addition to the discussed parabolic domains, these two above properties are ful-
filled also by strip domains, i.e. domains that are located between two parallel lines;
for example a domain Ω =

{

(a, b) ∈ R
2 | 0 < b < 1

}

. The different elliptical approxi-
mations of the parabolic and strip domains are illustrated in Figure 8. Consequently,
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 also hold for such strip domains.

It is interesting to note that reconstruction formulas for data on the boundary of
a strip domain can be also obtained from known formulas for the lines, or the hy-
perplanes in the multi-dimensional case [5, 4, 27, 3, 20]. For example, let us il-
lustrate this simple observation for the corresponding formula Fstr for the circular
means data. Let Ω be a strip domain located between parallel lines ∂Ω1 and ∂Ω2.
Note that ∂Ω = ∂Ω1 ∪ ∂Ω2. Further, let Fhyp be a reconstruction formula for the
line (hyperplane). Then, for any x0 ∈ Ω, we have f(x0) = Fhyp(∂Ω1,Mf, x0) and
f(x0) = Fhyp(∂Ω2,Mf, x0). Adding these two equations, we obtain a reconstruction
formula for the boundary of the strip domain:

f(x0) =
1

2
( Fhyp(∂Ω1,Mf, x0) + Fhyp(∂Ω2,Mf, x0) )

= Fstr(∂Ω,Mf, x0).

Notice, however, that the half-planes do not fulfil the above mentioned properties (a),
(b) and therefore, the presented proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can not be used for
these domains.

Similar to the two dimensional case considered in this article one can derive inversion
formulas for spherical means and wave boundary data on certain unbounded convex
domains Ω ⊂ R

d with d > 2. For that purpose one requires that the domain Ω
satisfies conditions analogous to (a), (b) in higher dimensions and uses the inversion
formulas of [13, 21] for elliptical domains in higher dimension. Elliptical cylinders
and paraboloids are natural candidates for carrying out these generalizations. Such
investigations are subject of future work.
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domain En
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Figure 8: Comparison between the elliptical approximations of the parabolic (top)
and strip (bottom) domains.
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